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N6810  NOT ANOTHER TEEN MOVIE  (USA, 2001) 
  (Other titles: Nicht noch ein teenie film; Sex academy) 
 
 Credits: director, Joel Gallen ; writers, Mike Bender, Adam Jay Epstein, Andrew  

Jacobson, Phil Beauman, Buddy Johnson. 
 Cast: Chyler Leigh, Chris Evans, Jaime Pressly, Eric Christian Olsen, Mia Kirshner,  

Deon Richmond, Randy Quaid. 
 Summary:  Comedy/satire set in contemporary California. A group of California 

high school students deals with social life, dating and sex in situations that 
parody popular teen movies. Glasses-wearing, unpopular Janey Briggs 
(Leigh) becomes the subject of a bet between rival WASP team quarterbacks 
Jake (Evans) and Austin (Olsen) as to whether Jake can make her over into 
this year’s Prom Queen. Janey’s happy drunk of a father (Quaid) is a Vietnam 
vet given to wearing his helmet and dog tags around the house. 
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